
 
 

UNDERGRADUATE NOET PROGRAMMES SELECTION PROCESS 
PROCESS PARTICULARS SP DATE & TIME SP MODE 

Micro Presentation (MP) 
 & 

Personal Interview (PI) 

Micro Presentation (MP) – Candidate should be able to talk for 
90seconds on a topic given by the panel. 

Personal interview (PI) duration: 10 minutes 

As per 
E Admit Card 

Online 

Academic Performance: Upload all the qualification-related documents (class 10 and class 11 final report or class 12 Board result), in the given link on your 
application status login page under the document upload tab within five (5) days after submitting the application form online. Else your application will be 
rejected. 
The office of admissions will verify the marks cards. 
*Applications with no marks cards or unclear scanned copies will be rejected and termed as Not Eligible. 
Important Instructions: 
1. Note on Curriculum and Credit Framework for Undergraduate Programmes 
2. Read all Important Links (Eligibility, Documents requirements etc.) thoroughly. 
3. The date and time for the selection process are auto-generated by the system. Therefore, any request for changes will not be entertained. 
4. You are requested to check your application status for all your selection process details. 
5. The link for MP_PI will be updated only on the admit card. No EMAIL OR SMS communication will be sent about MP_PI date and time update. 
6. Candidates failing to appear for the selection process at the stipulated date and time will be considered as “Not Selected”. 
7. It is required to have all the original marks cards and a photo identity card available for verification at any stage of the selection process. Failing 
which the application will be considered as “Not Selected”. 
8. It is the responsibility of the candidate to ensure that the camera, microphone, power back up and stable internet connection is available 
during the Micro Presentation_Personal Interview. Requests for rescheduling will not be honoured. 
9. It is recommended to login atleast 15minus before the scheduled time for MP_PI to avoid any last-minute technical glitches. 
10. Impersonation or any suspicious behaviour (prompting by a third person or accessing notes/gadgets) will be treated as malpractice and the 
application will be termed as “Not Selected”. 
11. The responsibility of satisfying the eligibility criteria for admission rests with the student/candidate. The issue of the E-Admit Card for the 
selection process does not imply that the eligibility criteria are satisfied. 
 



 
 

UNDERGRADUATE NOET PROGRAMMES SELECTION PROCESS 
PROCESS PARTICULARS SP DATE & TIME SP MODE 

Audition (AU) 
 

Micro Presentation (MP) 
 & 

Personal Interview (PI) 

Audition (AU) – As mentioned in the website 
Micro Presentation (MP) – Candidate should be able to talk for 90seconds on a topic 

given by the panel. 
Personal interview (PI) duration: 10 minutes 

As per 
E Admit Card 

Online 

Academic Performance: Upload all the qualification-related documents (class 10 and class 11 final report or class 12 Board result), in the given link on your 
application status login page under the document upload tab within five (5) days after submitting the application form online. Else your application will be 
rejected. 
The office of admissions will verify the marks cards. 
*Applications with no marks cards or unclear scanned copies will be rejected and termed as Not Eligible. 
Important Instructions: 
1. Note on Curriculum and Credit Framework for Undergraduate Programmes 
2. Read all Important Links (Eligibility, Documents requirements etc.) thoroughly. 
3. The date and time for the selection process are auto-generated by the system. Therefore, any request for changes will not be entertained. 
4. You are requested to check your application status for all your selection process details. 
5. The link for AU_MP_PI will be updated only on the admit card. No EMAIL OR SMS communication will be sent about AU_MP_PI date and time 
update. 
6. Candidates failing to appear for the selection process at the stipulated date and time will be considered as “Not Selected”. 
7. It is required to have all the original marks cards and a photo identity card available for verification at any stage of the selection process. Failing 
which the application will be considered as “Not Selected”. 
8. It is the responsibility of the candidate to ensure that the camera, microphone, power back up and stable internet connection is available 
during the Audition_Micro Presentation_Personal Interview. Requests for rescheduling will not be honoured. 
9. It is recommended to login atleast 15minus before the scheduled time for AU_MP_PI to avoid any last-minute technical glitches. 
10. Impersonation or any suspicious behaviour (prompting by a third person or accessing notes/gadgets) will be treated as malpractice and the 
application will be termed as “Not Selected”. 
11. The responsibility of satisfying the eligibility criteria for admission rests with the student/candidate. The issue of the E-Admit Card for the 
selection process does not imply that the eligibility criteria are satisfied. 
 


